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Polarized photon measurements of the12C„g¢ ,pp… and 12C„g¢ ,pn… reactions
for EgÄ160À350 MeV
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The 12C(gW ,pp) and 12C(gW ,pn) reactions have been studied forEg51602350 MeV using linearly polarized
photons from the Glasgow tagged photon spectrometer at the Mainz microtron MAMI. Both reaction channels
show a negative photon asymmetryS for missing energiesEm below 70 MeV, where direct emission nucleon
pairs is expected. A strong peak at lowEm is observed inS (g,pp) , but not in S (g,pn) . Further differences
between the two reaction channels are observed in theEg dependence ofS and in the angular distributions of
differential cross sections for photons polarized parallel, or perpendicular, to the reaction plane. Theoretical
calculations using an unfactorized distorted wave treatment of direct two-nucleon emission do not agree with
the magnitude of the photon asymmetry or the angular dependence of the differential cross sections for either
channel. ForEm.70 MeV andEg.250 MeV, S has a substantial negative value which is similar for both
reaction channels. This is attributed to two-step reactions following initial quasifree pion production.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of photonuclear reactions using polar
photons provide unique access to observables which are
sitive to the details of the reaction process@1–4#. Cross sec-
tions for reactions in which the polarization of the incide
photon is either parallel (s i) or perpendicular (s') to the
reaction plane, have different sensitivity to the various p
sible reaction mechanisms and the photon asymmetry (S),
defined byS5(s i2s')/(s i1s'), emphasizes the differ
ences betweens i ands' .

The unpolarized cross section is proportional to the tra
verse structure functionWT5Wxx1Wyy, which gives an av-
erage of the parallel and perpendicular nuclear respo
whereas the photon asymmetry can access the differe
contained in WTT5Wxx2Wyy through the relationS5
2WTT /WT @1#. WTT is particularly sensitive to spin vari
ables in the nuclear currents and also to interference betw
the contributing currents@2#. Measurements of polarizatio
observables therefore provide sensitive tests of model
two-nucleon photoemission reactions.

The (g,pn) reaction proceeds mainly throughD currents
and mechanisms involving meson exchange currents~MEC!
@3,2#. Central short range correlations~SRC! and tensor cor-
relations provide a possible means of ejecting a prot
neutron pair via one-body currents, but their contribution
generally predicted to be modest. In contrast, for (g,pp)
reactions, the charge exchange terms of the two-body
rents are suppressed, leavingD currents and SRC. The con
tribution of the magnetic dipoleNN↔ND transition, for1S0
knockout is strongly suppressed in this channel due to an
lar momentum and parity conservation rules@5#. Experimen-
0556-2813/2001/64~3!/034602~9!/$20.00 64 0346
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tal evidence of a significant contribution from the knocko
of P-wave pairs is provided by detailed fits to12C(g,pp)
missing momentum (Pm) spectra@6#. Although SRC are
relatively stronger in the (g,pp) channel, their effects are
generally thought to be small in photoreactions below;500
MeV @3#. The calculations reported in Ref.@2# also came to
the same conclusion.

Polarized photon measurements provide a unique too
investigate differences between the two reaction chann
One question of particular interest is the possibility tha
significant fraction of the small (g,pp) cross section could
arise from initial (g,pn) reactions followed by charge ex
change final state interactions~FSI!. These would be ex-
pected to result in a value ofS (g,pp) with a smaller magni-
tude than S (g,pn) . For low missing energies (Em) FSI
processes cannot remove much energy from the two em
nucleons and tend to remove the same proportion of stre
from s i and s' . Any reduction inS is therefore likely to
arise from soft scattering of the outgoing nucleons and is
expected to be large. Hence measurements ofS provide a
reasonably clean signal from the initial processes.

There have been several previous measurements
(gW ,NN) reactions in light nuclei. Polarized photon measu
ments on3He have been carried out at LEGS@7#, averaged
over the wide photon energy range 235–305 MeV. Stro
differences are seen between the3He(gW ,pn) and (gW ,pp) re-
actions withS (g,pn);20.2 whereas theS (g,pp) has a much
smaller value;20.05. Calculations which include contribu
tions from one-body, two-body, and three-body photon
sorption give a good description of the data. They sugg
that one- and two-body terms are dominant in the (gW ,pn)
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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reaction while three-body terms dominate in (gW ,pp).

Photon asymmetry measurements of the4He(gW ,pn) and
6Li( gW ,pn) reactions have been made at the Yerevan 3.5 G
electron synchrotron@8#. The 6Li data spanned photon ene
gies 300–900 MeV and the4He data were in the range 45
–550 MeV. The data obtained had limited kinematic cov
age and were averaged over a wide range ofEm . Although
the S values obtained for both6Li and 4He have slightly
smaller magnitudes than deuterium data, they have a sim
photon energy dependence.

Measurements ofS (g,pp) and S (g,pn) on 16O have been
carried out at LEGS in coplanar kinematics with symmet
detection angles forEg5245– 315 MeV@9,10#. Reactions in
these kinematics depend strongly onD currents and have
little sensitivity to SRC. ForEm,50 MeV, where direct pho-
ton absorption on proton pairs is expected, a result
S (g,pp);20.3 was obtained. This is far smaller than t
–1.0 expected for a pure1S0 interaction in coplanar kine
matics@3,11# and is interpreted as evidence for the knocko
of nucleon pairs from higher relative angular momentu
states. ForEm,70 MeV, S (g,pp) is a factor of;2 greater
than S (g,pn) , indicating fundamental differences in the tw
reaction channels at lowEm . However for Em.70 MeV
S (g,pp) and S (g,pn) are similar at;20.1. Valencia model
calculations of12C(g,NN) cross sections@12,13# show that
little strength from direct processes persists at highEm and
reactions involving intermediate pion production become
largest contributor to both charge channels.

More recent16O(gW ,pn) data obtained for (1p)2 emission
in quasideuteron kinematics, is reported forEg5210– 330
MeV @14#. These kinematics are directly comparable with t
present work and the16O data have similar magnitudes to th
present12C S (g,pn) data@15#.

This paper describes measurements of the photon as
metry of the (gW ,pn) and (gW ,pp) reactions on12C in the
D-resonance region largely using events selected to em
size the direct two-nucleon emission process. The exp
ment was designed to give a sufficiently goodEm resolution
to allow the selection of events in which nucleon pairs
emitted from (1p)2 and (1p)(1s) orbitals. Measurement
are reported forEg5160– 350 MeV and the data are com
pared with calculations of direct two-nucleon emission c
ried out using the model developed by the Gent theory gr
@3#.

Some firstS (g,pn) results from 12C have already been
published@15#. These showed that for nucleons ejected fro
(1p)2 orbitals, S is similar to data obtained in other ligh
nuclei, although some of these measurements include a m
wider range ofEm . The 12C(gW ,pn) data also showed a sma
but systematic reduction in the magnitude ofS compared to
the 2H(gW ,pn) reaction. TheS (g,pn) data for the ejection of
nucleons from (1p)(1s) orbitals have a similar magnitude t
the (1p)2 data but a differentEg dependence. The prese
paper reports a more detailed analysis of the data, using
ferent data analysis cuts and an improved calculation of
photon polarizationP. The new polarization calculations
discussed below, give slightly largerP values than previ-
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ously, resulting inS (g,pn) values which are reduced in mag
nitude by;6%. This has a small effect on the interpretati
of the data previously presented, slightly increasing the
ference between theS (g,pn) values for 12C and 2H.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out using the Glasgow tag
photon spectrometer@16# at the 855 MeV electron accelera
tor MAMI @17#, with a photon energy resolution of;2 MeV.
The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1. A 100mm thick,
low-mosaic diamond radiator was used to produce cohe
bremsstrahlung@18#. The diamond was mounted in a prec
sion goniometer and the crystal was oriented so that the
coil momentum pancake of the bremsstrahlung process, f
selected photon energy, contained the@022̄# reciprocal lattice
vector. The photon beam was collimated to a half angle
0.6 mrad to select the part of the bremsstrahlung ang
distribution which has the highest polarization. Three se
rate goniometer settings were used to cover the rangeEg
5160– 350 MeV and the plane of polarization was rota

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
2-2
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through 90° every few minutes to minimize systema
errors.

The polarized photons were incident on a 0.5 g/c2

graphite target inclined at 30° to the photon beam. Ad
tional calibration data from the2H(g,pn) reaction were
taken with a 0.3 g/cm2 CD2 target mounted at the sam
angle.

Protons were detected in PiP@19#, a ;1 sr plastic scintil-
lation hodoscope covering polar angles from 50° to 130°
azimuthal angles222° to 22°. A half-ring of 1 mm thick
scintillators@20# ~not shown in Fig. 1!, placed at a radius o
;100 mm round the target, provided a fast trigger and
stricted the acceptance to particles produced close to the
get. The useful proton energy range of PiP was 31–330 M
although very few protons above 200 MeV contributed to
analyzed data. The fraction of protons lost due to inela
reactions in the scintillator material was calculated usin
GEANT Monte Carlo simulation@19# and varied from;1.5%
at 31 MeV to;25% at 200 MeV. These losses were co
rected by assigning a weight to each event. Random coi
dences between PiP and the tagger, which contribu
;16% of the measured yield, were subtracted from the fi
spectra using a sample of purely random events.

Correlated protons and neutrons were detected in T
@21#, an array of plastic scintillator detectors used to meas
particle energies by time of flight. TOF scintillator bars~20
cm wide35 cm thick33 m high! were mounted on stand
8 bars wide, 2 layers deep. Using two layers of TOF scin
lators increases the neutron detection efficiency and ad
the pulse amplitude signals from both layers together perm
a clean separation of protons of energies up to 170 M
from charged pions.

The TOF stands covered a wide range of polar angle
shown in Fig. 1. A half-ring of 2 mm thick scintillators;100
mm from the target on the TOF side of the photon beam,
a second ring at;300 mm @20#, were used to distinguish
charged and neutral particles. The TOF pulse height thre
olds used in the data analysis were chosen to reduce ran
background without greatly reducing detection efficien
For neutrons these were set at 17 MeV~9 MeVee) which
gave an average neutron detection efficiency of;9%, cal-
culated using theSTANTON code@22#, for the double layer of
detectors. For protons the effective threshold corresponde
;40 MeV at the target after taking account of energy los
along the proton flight path. Losses of protons in TOF due
inelastic reactions were estimated to be;3%, averaged ove
all proton energies. During the experiment the gains of
TOF PM tubes were monitored using a system of light em
ting diodes. Over the whole data taking period the gains w
found to vary by less than 2%. For neutrons,;15% of the
measured yield came from random coincidences. A cor
tion for this was made using a suitably weighted sample
random events from outside the flight-time window. T
more stringent particle identification conditions for proto
in TOF resulted in a random contribution of less than 1
This was sufficiently small that no random subtraction w
applied in the data analysis.

Contributions from events not originating in the targ
were measured in a series of target-out runs. The targe
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contribution amounted to;3% of the target-in yield and wa
subtracted in the data analysis. Details of the data acqu
tion, calibration, and particle selection techniques can
found in Refs.@13,23,24#. The Em resolution was estimated
to be ;8 MeV from the width of theEm peak in the
2H(g,pn) calibration data. The resolution for (g,pp) reac-
tions is estimated to be similar.

The tagging efficiency (eg), the fraction of tagged pho
tons which pass through the collimator and hit the target, w
measured periodically using a 30 radiation length Pb-gl
detector with a low intensity beam. Figure 2~a! shows the
measuredeg for the lowest photon energy setting of the g
niometer. The dashed vertical lines indicate theEg bins used
in the data analysis. The strongEg dependence arises be
cause the coherent bremsstrahlung has a much narrowe
gular distribution than the incoherent background and he
a larger fraction of the coherent photons pass through
collimator. The peaks in the tagging efficiency therefore c
respond to regions of high photon polarization. The peak
;200 MeV is due mainly to the@022̄# reciprocal lattice
vector with smaller contributions from higher order recipr
cal lattice vectors evident at higher photon energies. A
tailed study@25# showed no detectable difference in theeg

FIG. 2. ~a! Tagging efficiency measurements from a diamo
radiator for the lowestEg setting of the goniometer. The solid lin
is the result of the Monte Carlo code@26# described in the text.
Peaks from the strongest reciprocal lattice vectors are labeled.
dashed lines show two of theEg bins used in the analysis.~b! The
corresponding calculated photon polarization.
2-3
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spectra obtained with parallel or perpendicular photon po
ization directions and Fig. 2~a! shows an average of the tw
orientations. The largest tagging efficiency measured
;60% for the lowestEg goniometer setting. For the tw
other settings it was;54% and;50%. The solid line is a
calculation ofeg produced by the same code used to cal
late the photon polarization~see below!. This gives excellent
agreement with the measured tagging efficiency data.

Since the tagging efficiency and photon beam polariza
depend strongly on the proper alignment and orientation
the incident electron beam, the diamond radiator and the
limator, two on-line diagnostics were employed to moni
the stability of the beam. The first was an image, obtain
using a high sensitivity TV camera, of the light produced
a scintillator placed in theg beam just in front of the beam
dump. The position of the image is sensitive to the alignm
~position and angle! of the electron beam at the radiator p
sition. The second diagnostic was the position of the sh
falling edge on the high photon energy side of the pho
polarization peak. This was observed using an on-line sp
trum of hits in the tagger focal plane detector, normalized
an incoherent spectrum obtained using a nickel radiator.
position of the edge was very sensitive to both the diam
orientation and to the alignment of the incident electr
beam. If any change was observed in either of these diag
tic monitors, the beam was realigned.

The polarizationP of the photon beam was calculate
using a Monte Carlo code@26# incorporating both the coher
ent and incoherent bremsstrahlung processes. The code
into account the divergence of the incident electron be
multiple scattering of the electron beam in the diamond
diator, thermal vibrations in the diamond and collimation
the photon beam. It includes the 20 strongest contributi
from different sets of scattering planes in the diamo
radiator.

Figure 2~b! shows the calculated photon polarization f
the lowest photon energy goniometer setting. The pea
;200 MeV is due mainly to the@022̄# reciprocal lattice
vector, although the polarization in this region also conta
small contributions from the low-energy tails of many oth
reciprocal lattice vectors. In the data analysis two pho
energy bins~denoted by dashed lines!, with high values of
photon polarization and tagging efficiency, were selected
each of the three goniometer settings. These regions w
chosen on the low energy side of the polarization peak wh
the calculation ofP is least sensitive to uncertainties in th
parameters describing the electron beam and the diam
radiator. The six photon energy bins used for analysis w
160–190, 190–220, 220–250, 250–280, 290–320, and 3
350 MeV with averageP values of 49.0%, 66.7%, 50.0%
60.5%, 37.1%, and 49.5%, respectively.

The accuracy of the calculations was checked by com
ing their predictions with measured collimated tagged pho
energy spectra, obtained in ‘‘tagging efficiency’’ measu
ments. These comparisons gave very good description
the data for all the crystal orientations used in this exp
ment@26#. The uncertainty of the calculatedP values due to
uncertainties in the input parameters was found to be
than 60.02P. Making generous allowances for other po
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sible sources of uncertainty, such as impurities in the d
mond radiator, the overall systematic uncertainty inP is con-
servatively estimated to be less than60.05P. During the
experiment no significant differences in the collimated ph
ton energy spectra measured in tagging efficiency runs w
detected between the ‘‘parallel’’ and ‘‘perpendicular’’ da
sets and the difference between the photon polarizations
both orientations was estimated to be less than 1%.

There are several sources of possible systematic erro
the experiment. Uncertainties in the detection of neutron
TOF arise from the calculation of the neutron detection e
ciency~10%! and from uncertainties in the TOF neutron d
tection thresholds~5%!. The contribution to the charged pa
ticle yield in TOF due to neutral particles in rando
coincidence with signals from theDE detectors near the tar
get is generally small, except at the most forward ang
where it can be as much as 10%. The TOF proton detec
efficiency gives rise to an uncertainty of 3% in the TO
proton yield. The uncertainty in the PiP proton detection
ficiency is 3%. Further uncertainties occur in the determi
tion of the target thickness~1%! and the photon polarization
~5%!. Only uncertainties in the photon polarization affect t
photon asymmetry data, shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 7, as
other factors affect the parallel and perpendicular d
equally and cancel in the determination ofS. The resulting
uncertainty isDS50.05S. Uncertainties in the factors, othe
than the photon polarization, combine to give systematic
rors of 11%@10%# in the (g,pn) @(g,pp)# yields and cross
sections shown in Figs. 3 and 6. The uncertainty in the p
ton polarization has no effect on the average of the para
and perpendicular cross sections, but does gives rise
systematic error of 5% in the difference betweens i ands' .

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

The experimental results presented in this paper are c
pared with predictions of a direct two-nucleon knocko
model developed by the Gent group@3#. Parallel and perpen
dicular cross sections and photon asymmetries are calcu
from an unfactorized distorted wave treatment of the proce
The model includes pion exchange andD-isobar currents and
incorporates central short-range correlations using a cen
correlation functionf c(r 12) obtained from aG-matrix calcu-
lation by Gearhart and Dickhoff@27#. The effects of tensor
correlations have also been included through the introduc
of an operatorf tt(r 12)Ŝ12 which correlates all nucleon pairs
The strength of the tensor correlations is regulated by
correlation functionf tt(r 12) for which the prediction from
the variational 16O calculations by Pieperet al. @28#
was used.

To average the calculations over the acceptance of
detectors a Monte Carlo technique developed by Irela
et al. @29# was used. This is necessary since significant va
tions in cross section can occur within relatively small ang
lar bins and cross sections evaluated for the ‘‘central’’ kin
matic conditions of a particular bin can be significan
different from the average over that bin. Similar effects a
also seen in the calculation ofS, but in this case the differ-
2-4
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POLARIZED PHOTON MEASUREMENTS OF THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 034602
ences between the average values and the central poin
ues are generally small.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the measured yield as a function ofEm for
the (gW ,pp) and (gW ,pn) reactions on12C for all the detected
events. The experimental error bars represent the statis
uncertainties. Separate spectra are shown for data in w
the photon polarization is parallel or perpendicular to
plane of the detectors. They show various features alre
established in previous work with unpolarized photo
@13,30,31#. At low missing energies,Em,70 MeV, where
direct 2N knockout is thought to be the main reactio
mechanism, the (g,pn) channel has a strong peak just abo
the reaction threshold in bothYi andY' . The (g,pp) yield
rises more slowly, but the shoulder atEm;40 MeV in the
two lowest photon energy ranges, first noted in the unpo
ized work of Hartyet al. @13#, is now seen to be a distinc
feature ofY' . At higher Em the spectra for both channe
fall smoothly up to limits determined by the useful ener
ranges of PiP and TOF.

The yieldsYi andY' show clear differences. For the tw
lower photon energy rangesY' exceedsYi in the region up
to Em;80 MeV, where direct two-nucleon emission is e
pected to play a major role, but there is little difference b

FIG. 3. 12C(g,pp) and (g,pn) Em spectra for photons polarize
perpendicular~open! and parallel~shaded! to the detector plane. Fo
clarity only a few sample error bars are shown. The arrows indic
the reaction thresholds.
03460
al-
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tween them at higherEm . In the highest photon energy rang
Y' again exceedsYi . However, the differences here a
larger and persist, for both reaction channels, over the wh
measuredEm range suggesting a different reaction mech
nism in theD resonance.

The photon asymmetry, derived from the data in Fig. 3
shown in Fig. 4. The most striking observation is thatS (g,pp)
has a pronounced~negative! peak in all threeEg ranges at
low Em;40 MeV where proton pair emission is expect
from (1p)2 orbitals. The peak spreads to slightly higherEm
values in the higherEg ranges, perhaps due to the poor
nucleon energy resolution. Although the peak may be att
uted to the shoulder inY' ~see Fig. 3!, the feature is more
obvious inS (g,pp) and for the highest photon energy range
only visible in the asymmetry spectrum.

The magnitude ofS (g,pp) at the peak tends to be great
than forS (g,pn) which shows a more gradual variation wit
Em . These differences provide evidence for the direct 2N
knockout nature of the (g,pp) process at least up toEm
;50 MeV, since a strong two-step contribution from an in
tial (g,pn) reaction followed by charge exchange FSI wou
be expected to reduce slightly the initial asymmetry. Th
also tend to support the conclusion by Wattset al. @6# that
different one- and two-body currents are important in t
(g,pp) and (g,pn) processes at lowEm .

At higher Em both S (g,pp) and S (g,pn) become smaller

te

FIG. 4. S (g,pp) ~solid squares! andS (g,pn) ~solid circles! for 12C
plotted as a function ofEm , for the sameEg regions as Fig. 3. The
open squares and circles areS (g,pp) andS (g,pn) for 16O, Eg5285
2315 MeV @9#.
2-5
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C. J. Y. POWRIEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 034602
and in the two lowest photon energy ranges tend tow
zero, or even slightly positive values at the very highestEm .
In the highest photon energy range a different behavio
seen. The asymmetry forEm.100 MeV stays fairly constan
with roughly similar values, in the range –0.15 to –0.20,
both channels. In this region both reaction channels are
dicted to have large contributions from initial quasifree pi
production followed by pion FSI@12#, and the similarity inS
values may reflect a common mechanism.

The 12C(gW ,pN) S data forEg5300– 350 MeV are also
compared with recent16O data obtained by the LEGS Co
laboration @9,10# for Eg5285– 315 MeV. The LEGS data
have poorerEm resolution than the present data and the m
surements are likely to be less sensitive to structure in
missing energy spectrum. The data were taken with m
restrictive symmetric coplanar kinematics which emphas
contributions fromD currents. TheS (g,pp) data for 12C and
16O are broadly similar belowEm;100 MeV, but at higher

Em the 16O data have a smaller magnitude. For the (gW ,pn)
channel the16O asymmetries are lower in magnitude th
the present12C data at allEm . The comparison betwee
these two data sets is discussed further below.

A. Direct two-nucleon emission data

As shown by previous work with unpolarized photo
@6,12,13,30# the contributing reaction mechanisms chan
rapidly with Em for both the (g,pn) and (g,pp) reactions.
At Em,40 MeV the 12C data for both reaction channels a
well described by a direct two-nucleon emission process
which both nucleons are ejected from (1p) orbitals. Between
40 and 70 MeV direct emission from (1p)(1s) orbitals pre-
dominates. Above 70 MeV more complex processes bec
important.

For further analysis, missing energy cuts ofEm,40 MeV
and 40,Em,70 MeV were applied to the data to emphas
direct two nucleon emission from (1p)2 and (1p)(1s) or-
bits, respectively. The separation of the twoEm regions is
affected by the missing energy resolution, which worsen
higher photon energies, but the resultant error is less t
60.015 on measurements ofS and less than64% on the
relative cross sections.

To ensure that the analyzed data sampled the peak o
direct (g,NN) knockout angular correlation, and simult
neously reduced contributions from other processes, PiP
TOF angular bins were chosen on the basis of quasideut
kinematics. Four TOF solid angle bins were used,viz.
the two halves of TOF stands EF and GH, and the co
sponding PiP solid angle bins were selected as describe
Yau et al. @32#.

1. Photon energy dependence

Figure 5 shows the photon asymmetry for the twoEm
regions as a function ofEg , for data averaged over the fou
angular bins described above. The better statistical accu
of the S (g,pn) is due to the larger (g,pn) cross section. The
small differences between theS (g,pn) results and the earlie
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analysis reported in Ref.@15# are due to the different kine
matic cuts used and the improved calculation of pho
polarization.

For Em,40 MeV, the magnitude ofS (g,pp) is generally
greater thanS (g,pn) . In 16O MeV Lindgren et al. @9# ob-
served thatS (g,pp) was a factor of;2.5 greater thanS (g,pn)

for Eg;300. This factor is much larger than in12C with the
main difference being thatS (g,pn) is appreciably smaller in
16O than in 12C ~see Fig. 4!. This may be due to the sym
metric coplanar kinematic cuts imposed on the data in R
@9#. Franczuket al. @15# comparedS (g,pn) data with newer
16O data obtained in quasideuteron kinematics@14# and
found no significant differences between16O and 12C.

As discussed previously,S (g,pp) for coplanar kinematics
in the factorized plane wave approximation, where it is
sumed that the proton pair are in a relativeS state, is ex-
pected to be;21.0. The present12C(gW ,pp) experiment sat-
isfies this kinematic requirement but obtainsS (g,pp) much
smaller than –1. This is further evidence of the involveme
of proton pairs in relativeP and D states and demonstrate
the need for calculations which take these contributions i

FIG. 5. S (g,pp) ~solid squares! and S (g,pn) ~open squares! for
12C, plotted as a function ofEg and compared with two-nucleon
emission calculations using the Gent model@3#. ~a! Em,40 MeV,
~b! 40,Em,70 MeV. Error bars on the calculations indicate th
statistical uncertainty of sampling over the experimental data b
Overlapping data points have been slightly displaced for the sak
clarity.
2-6
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account. A similar conclusion was reached by Lindgrenet al.
@9# for 16O.

For 40,Em,70 MeV, both S (g,pp) and S (g,pn) have
small magnitudes forEg,280 MeV. The magnitude ofS
increases at higher photon energies in both reaction chan
perhaps indicating a change in reaction mechanism.

The data are compared with new calculations using
Gent model of two-nucleon emission from (1p3/2)

2 orbitals
for the low missing energy region, and (1p3/2)(1s1/2) orbit-
als for the higher missing energy region. The calculations
not do very well at predicting the magnitude and ene
dependence ofS for the two reaction channels.

In the low Em region the calculations do predict th
S (g,pp) is larger thanS (g,pn) although the magnitude of th
calculated asymmetry is greater than the experimental
for both reaction channels. The large negative asymmetr
the (gW ,pp) channel is a reflection of the dominant ro
played by D currents. The (gW ,pn) channel, on the othe
hand, has additional contributions from MEC and the int
ference between theD isobar and MEC amplitudes substa
tially reducesS (g,pn) . The Eg dependence of the calculate
S values is rather flat for both reaction channels, despite
fact thatD-current contributions are strongly energy depe
dent. In particular, the calculations do not reproduce the
duction inS (g,pn) at low Eg .

The figure also shows the contribution from tensor cor
lations which predominantly affect proton-neutron pairs a
have a significant influence onS (g,pn) , but hardly affect
S (g,pp) . The inclusion of tensor correlations reduces t
magnitude ofS (g,pn) , bringing the calculations closer t
the data.

For the higherEm region, the calculated asymmetry
again generally larger than the experimental data. The e
of including tensor correlations is similar to the lowEm re-
gion. It reduces the magnitude of theS (g,pn) calculations but
has little effect onS (g,pp) . It may be relevant that the calcu
lations adopt the spectator approximation which implies t
they do not account for multiple scattering processes invo
ing other nucleons apart from the initial correlated pair. It
possible that the experimental data are affected to some
tent by multiple scattering processes, especially in the reg
40,Em,70 MeV, which could reduce the asymmetries. T
fact that the asymmetries tend to become smaller asEg de-
creases supports this suggestion.

2. Missing momentum dependence

Previous work with unpolarized photons@6,23,30# has
shown that the variation of (g,pp) and (g,pn) cross sec-
tions with missing momentum depends on the angular m
mentum state of the initial pair. Ass i ands' are separately
more sensitive to the angular momentum of the pair th
unpolarized cross sections@1–3# the missing momentum de
pendence of the photon asymmetry was investigated.

For the lowEm region no significant variation inS (g,pn)
with missing momentum was observed. The statistical ac
racy of the low Em (gW ,pp) data binned in this way wa
insufficient to allow any definite conclusions forS (g,pp) to
be drawn. For the higherEm region the data had better st
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tistical accuracy and showed that the missing momen
dependence for both reaction channels is essentially flat.
therefore reasonable to integrate over recoil momentum
investigate the dependence of polarization observables
other kinematic variables.

3. Angular dependence

Previous experimental work has shown that t
12C(g,pp) and 12C(g,pn) cross sections have a strong a
gular dependence@32#. Theoretical calculations@3# have pre-
dicted that polarization observables will also have a stro
angular dependence. It is therefore of interest to look at
angular dependence of the present data. For this purpos
data were split into four TOF solid angle bins and para
and perpendicular differential cross sections were evalua
As the experiment was designed principally to measure
photon asymmetry the extracted cross sections have a
tively large systematic uncertainty and have been multipl
by a common normalization factor~1.5! to facilitate the com-
parison with the shapes of the theoretical distributions.

Both the observed and calculated angular distributions
show significant differences betweens i and s' , between
(gW ,pp) and (gW ,pn) reaction channels, and between the tw
different missing energy regions. Figure 6 presents four ty
cal examples of the angular dependence of the parallel
perpendicular cross sections plotted as a function of the p
angle of the nucleon detected in TOF. In generals' exceeds
s i at all angles and the two cross sections exhibit very d
ferent angular variations. The theoretical predictions fors i
and s' also show strong angular variations but these
more similar and do not correspond with the measured d
Similarly strong and different angular variations were o
served in the eight spectra for other combinations of pho
energy and missing energy for the two reactions chann
which are not shown in Fig. 6, but no systematic variati
was evident.

Although in principle studies of angular distributions w
provide a sensitive test for calculations of two-nucleon em
sion, it is clear that improvements in the theoretical treatm
and improved measurements, covering a wider range
angles with better accuracy, will both be required to prov
a complete understanding of these processes.

B. EmÌ70 MeV region

In the missing energy range above 70 MeV multistep p
cesses are expected to dominate the cross section@6,12,13#.
A comparison of missing energy spectra with calculatio
using the Valencia model@12# indicated that belowEg
;250 MeV the greatest contribution to thisEm region in
both the (g,pp) and (g,pn) reactions is an initial photon
absorption on a two-nucleon pair, followed by FSI. Abo
Eg;250 MeV two-step processes involving pion producti
become important. In both reaction channels the most imp
tant process is then initial pion production on a nucleon f
lowed by pion reabsorption on a pair of nucleons, althou
pion rescattering also contributes. The recoil momentum
tributions for (g,pp) and (g,pn) reactions measured b
Harty et al. @13# support these conclusions.
2-7
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As the angular correlation between the nucleons emi
in two-step processes is much weaker than in direct t
nucleon emission, no angular cuts were made on the dat
Em.70 MeV. Figure 7 shows the photon energy depende
of S, averaged over the whole angular acceptance of PiP
TOF. The asymmetry is rather similar for both reaction ch
nels as might be expected if the reactions are dominate
initial pion production. The asymmetry is small forEg
,270 MeV but increases rapidly at higher energies. T
may reflect the change from two-nucleon absorption f
lowed by FSI to pion production followed by pion reabsor
tion as theD resonance is approached.

The observed asymmetry in the (gW ,NN) reactions in the
D-resonance region may arise from the large asymmetr
an initial quasifree pion production process. It is known th
pion production on the proton has large negative asymm
values: S;20.35 for p(gW ,p1)n and S;20.45 for
p(gW ,p0)p at Eg;300 MeV@33#. The transfer of a large par
of this asymmetry in pion reabsorption FSI is possible sin
the measured2H(p1,2p) cross section is strongly peaked
forward-backward angles@34#. In addition to some reduction

FIG. 6. Differential parallel and perpendicular cross sections
12C(g,pp) and (g,pn) reactions as a function ofuTOF, for a
sample of photon and missing energy ranges, compared with
nucleon emission calculations using the Gent model@3#. The data
have been normalized~see text! for comparison with the calcula
tions. The scale relates to the theoretical cross sections. Error
on the calculations are shown where they do not obscure the ex
mental data.
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in S due to FSI processes, the asymmetry of the initial p
cess may be reduced in complex nuclei by Fermi motion
the nucleons involved. The present data are consistent
such an explanation although detailed modeling would
needed to substantiate this explanation.

However, the feedthrough of the strong asymmetry in
photopion production reactions on nucleons into the qu
free photoproduction process in nuclei has already been
in the 16O(gW ,p2p) reaction@35# for which the asymmetry
averaged over a wide angular range reaches the valueS;
20.25 forEg;300 MeV.

V. SUMMARY

Measurements of the photon asymmetry for t
12C(gW ,pn) and (gW ,pp) reactions and its dependence o
missing energy, nucleon knockout angle, and recoil mom
tum have been presented.S (g,pp) shows a peak and exceed
S (g,pn) at low missing energies where contributions fro
direct two-proton knockout are expected. This reinforces
conclusions of previous unpolarized photon work that t
channel is dominated by a direct knockout mechanism at
Em . It also supports the expectation that further plann
studies of the (g,pp) reaction@36# can provide information
on SRC by selecting kinematic regions where the contri
tion from competing processes involving MEC orD currents
is suppressed.

No strong recoil momentum dependence of the pho
asymmetry was established for either reaction channel wi
the limited statistical accuracy of the present data. In cont
the angular distribution data showed distinct differenc
betweens i and s' , for both reaction channels forEm
,70 MeV.

Two nucleon knockout calculations performed using t
Gent unfactorized distorted wave two-nucleon knocko
model provided a rather poor description of the present d
For (1p)2 emission they predict a stronger asymmetry
both (gW ,pn) and (gW ,pp) than observed experimentally an

r

o-

ars
ri-

FIG. 7. S for 12C(g,pp) ~solid squares! and (g,pn) ~solid
circles! reactions, forEm.70 MeV, as a function ofEg , compared
with data from the16O(g,p2p) ~open triangle! reaction@35#.
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do not show the observed fall inS (g,pn) at low photon en-
ergy. The calculated cross sections show strong ang
variations in both reaction channels but again do not agre
detail with the data. A similar picture emerged for the co
parison of (1p)(1s) emission calculations with the highe
missing energy data.

For missing energies greater than 70 MeV, the obser
asymmetries for both reaction channels are very similar.
Eg,270 MeV, the asymmetry values are small and this
attributed to the strong contributions from two-step FSI p
cesses, following initial photon absorption on a nucleon p
which are expected at these energies. At higher photon e
gies two-step reactions involving initial quasifree pion pr
duction are believed to dominate. The experimentally
served asymmetries for both channels are reasonably st
;20.18 atEg;320 MeV. It is suggested that this may b
due to a transfer of asymmetry from an initial quasifree p
production reaction to the final nucleon pair.

Overall this work has illustrated the importance of pola
ization observables in the study of photonuclear reactio
The new data already constrain theoretical models of di
two-nucleon emission and have also indicated other mec
nisms at high missing energies. However, the present m
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surements have limited statistical accuracy and energy r
lution. Improvements in both are required for a detail
exploration of the dependence of the nuclear respons
photon polarization and to study individual states in the
sidual nucleus. This is a necessary step to unravelling
strong angular momentum dependence of the polariza
observables, glimpsed in the present limited angular distr
tions. There is also a need for measurements at higher ph
energies and for other nuclei to investigate further the effe
seen here.
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